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AFRICA-FRIDAY REFLECTIONS
"AFROCENTRIC THOUGHT"

HE LIVES! BIKO LIVES!
REBAONE TSATSINYANE.
“Black Consciousness is an attitude of

King William’s Town, South Africa – died

the mind and a way of life; the most

September 12, 1977, Pretoria), founder of

positive call to emanate from the

the Black Consciousness Movement in

Black world for a long time.”

South Africa.”

Baba Bantu Biko.

Sounds about right. It’s fair, factual and

If you Google the following question:

pretty straight to the point. And if that’s

“Who was Steve Biko?”, the first thing

the case, then why do I have such a huge

you will find is a snippet of an article

problem with it?

from a website known as Encyclopaedia
Britannica. The snippet reads as

Not the choice of words, but rather how

follows: “Steve Biko, in full Bantu

simple, small and uncomplicated they

Stephen Biko, (born December 18, 1946,

make Baba Biko to sound.

Beyond this, I have a problem with the

As the Father of what we now know as

fact that even when I read the entire

Black Consciousness, Baba Bantu Biko

article, it still didn’t match up to the

gave us what Christians refer to as the

titanic of a man he was.

Commandments; what Muslims refer to
as Sharia; and what Buddhists call

I’m not sure if it goes back to how the

Dharma. He gave us the 6 principles of

media always makes it a point to

Black Consciousness:

pocket-size the contributions of Black
monumental figures in an effort to

i. Always honour and respect your Afrikan

keep us asleep and unconscious to our

Ancestry and Ancestors,

own greatness and potential, or

ii. Value your genetic characteristics,

whether it’s the fact that a non-Afrikan

iii. Increase your awareness by gaining

felt entitled and privileged enough to

knowledge,

write about Biko (and by write, I mean

iv. Choose spirituality over religion,

a weak, flawed, sketchy narration of his

v. Support Black financial empowerment,

life and contributions to the Black

vi. Always promote true Black

race).

Consciousness.

“He gave us back what was stolen, beaten
and raped from us by our hateful race
enemies..."

These are sacred guidelines that can be
used to achieve the total political; social;
cultural; cogno-spiritual and economic
liberation of our race when used

Baba Bantu Biko was so much more

methodically and deliberately. They serve

than a “martyr”, as he is described. He

to uplift and elevate us to our rightful

gave thousands of Black men and

place in this anti-Black world.

women, young and old, a sense of
worth. He helped solve one of the
greatest predicaments and points of
contention that we have internally, and
externally with ourselves as Black
people – our identity crisis. He gave us
back what was stolen, beaten and
raped from us by our hateful race
enemies, and he did it out of pure
conviction. Not for fame, riches or
wealth, but pure conviction and love
for our race.

“They serve to uplift and elevate us to our
rightful place in this anti-Black world."
Always honour and respect your Afrikan
Ancestry and Ancestors.
This refers to the acknowledgement of
who we are and where we come from as
Black people. While other races consider
their dead as nothing more than demons
and bad energies, we understand the
value that the ones who came before us
bring to our lives.

We understand that they are carriers

Black people (who tend to be unconscious

of wisdom, and bringers of light and

Black people) always opt to change their

prosperity. In fact, we don’t think of

features the first chance they get, in an

them as dead. They are Badimo, which

effort to assert and prove their success -

in essence refers to them in their

skin bleaching and the wearing of weaves

higher vibrational state; one that is

and hair extensions from other races, and

more inclined to Modimo, the Creator.

even burning the kink out of our own hair

These are our Spirit guides.

with chemicals. In addition, the use of
material wealth as a benchmark of

“As long as Afrikans emulate the Arab

success, and interracial procreation.

and European religions and cultures,
we insult the God that made us Black.”

Biko warns us against falling for these
facades, and urges us to stay true to our

Value your genetic characteristics.

Afrikan Selves and not become

Malcolm Omowale X once asked a very

accomplices to the destruction of our own

piercing and profound question: “Who

race.

taught you to hate yourself?” Baba
Bantu Biko expounds on this by

“We don’t behave life Afrikans. We behave

discussing how of utmost importance

like Afrikans who are staying in Europe.”

it is for the Black race in its entirety to
stand tall, stand upright and stand

Increase your awareness by gaining

proud of even the things we’ve been

knowledge.

conditioned to hate about ourselves -

As Conscious Black people, we need to

our physical features. Afrikan people

familiarize ourselves with the reality of

are known for their dark skin; coarse

how our lives have been orchestrated in a

or curly hair; wide noses; big lips; and

way that ensures that we remain on the

thick, strong and muscular

periphery, and never the core. Everything

phenotypical features.

that happens to us has been clinically
engineered to keep us oppressed. Arise

These are things we’ve been taught to

Black Child’s Black Education Masterclass

despise about ourselves, and are in

recently had a session that discussed how

fact encouraged to change about

social-ills such as drugs; trafficking;

ourselves. These features are seen as a

corruption; pandemics; medicine and

burden, and are synonymous with

chemical/biological warfare have been

poverty, deprivation and failure. This

sown into our societies to wreak havoc

is why most financially successful

and destroy our communities.

Learning about the anti-Black

complaining to the church, its leaders

mechanisms used against us, such as the

and God, then it has a role to play in the

ones I just mentioned, is a powerful way

fight for Afrikan liberation. His aim was

to counteract what our race enemies

not to make Afrikans turn their back on

have worked and continue to work so

religion, but instead re-interpret and

tirelessly to implant in our internal and

practice Black Theology by taking into

external environments.

account their Afrikan cultures,
languages, values and practices, then

“The most potent weapon in the hands of

syncing them together with the

the oppressor is the mind of the

necessary work to liberate our race.

oppressed.”
“I would like to remind the Black
Choose spirituality over religion.

ministry and indeed all Black people that

Biko understood that as much as religion

God is not in the habit of coming down

is a big part of the lives of Afrikan

from heaven to solve people’s problems

people, the truth is that it was founded

on earth.”

using the fundamental basis of Afrikan
spiritual systems and beliefs. Religion is
basically an extension of Afrikan
spirituality, which doesn’t advocate for
the existence of angels and demons who
lead us to righteousness or sin, but
instead acknowledges nature and the
power of nature such as its four
elements, i.e. water, air, fire and earth, as
doorways to our higher Self. We are our
own angels and demons, depending on
whether or not we use our Conscience
(which is high vibrational – our higher
Self), or we succumb to lust and desire
(which is low vibrational – our animal
Self).
According to Biko, as long as the church
is used for the betterment of the Black
race, i.e. is backed up by actions that
promote Black liberation and not just

“The idea of envying a Black person that is
harvesting their fruits, while we’re still
cultivating ours, is a paralytic agent in the
quest for Black economic liberation."
Support Black financial empowerment.
This is a commonly emphasized
principle of Black Consciousness, but it
is weak in practice. Because of our
cognitive construct, as Black people, we
find it incredibly difficult to support
Black-owned businesses. In theory, we
are proponents for it, but the same can’t
be said in practical terms.
The idea of envying a Black person that
is harvesting their fruits, while we’re
still cultivating ours, is a paralytic agent
in the quest for Black economic
liberation.

Baba Bantu Biko speaks against such

Sometimes, it means having to defend

practices. Capitalism thrives in

and protect Black Consciousness from

conditions where the income gap is

those who we had initially tasked and

largest between the minorities (whites)

trusted with protecting it on behalf of

and the majorities (Blacks). By

our people; our nation. But that’s okay.

empowering the next Black person, and
having that same Black person lend a

Baba Bantu Biko says that as long as we

helping hand to another Black person,

realize that like almost everything else

the gap can eventually be closed, and

in the world, Black Consciousness is

capitalism eroded. It’s a matter of

fluid – while some choose to engage in

banding together in unity and solidarity.

political dialogues; some cultural

The white man won’t help us. We have to

dialogues; some socio-economic

help ourselves.

dialogues; and others use soft power;
and others militancy, ultimately, we all

“Black man, you are on your own.”

want to see our race restored and
liberated. As long as we stand together

Always promote true Black

on that, we are still one Black nation,

Consciousness.

filled with one Black love.

In as much as we’d like to believe that
the white man is responsible for all of

“The power of a movement lies in the

our problems, the truth is that to a

fact that it can indeed change the habits

certain extent, there are also Black

of people. This change is not the result of

people who have played or continue to

force but of dedication; of moral

play significant roles in the downfall of

persuasion.”

our race. These are Black people who
work with the enemy, directly or
indirectly, through the execution of
capitalistic power moves; the buying,
selling and use of drugs; violence and
gangsterism; and corruption.
Sometimes, Black Consciousness means
having to stand up against those who
look like you; those who engage in selfserving covert operations, but quickly
turn around and play victim when it’s
time to be accountable for their actions.

“Black Consciousness is fluid – while some
choose to engage in political dialogues;
some cultural dialogues; some socioeconomic dialogues; and others use soft
power; and others militancy, ultimately, we
all want to see our race restored and
liberated.."

These principles, together with the name
Bantu Biko, are still as relevant now, as
they were 44 years ago when Biko walked
the earth. This will continue to be the case
as long as we don’t allow them to be
buried any deeper in our minds.
May we continue to invoke his name and
his teachings among us.
Believe me when I say, he lives! Biko lives!
Rebaone Tsatsinyane
Lesedi.

